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Abstract: The dynamics of a Flexible Manipulator system are described by an infinite-
dimensional mathematical model, since the model consists of partial 
differential equations. But to design a finite-dimensional controller, a finite-
dimensional system model is needed. To achieve this goal, a finite 
dimensional approximation needs to be used to model a flexible manipulator, 
that is, to retain a finite number of modes, and to drop off the other, less 
significant modes based on the requirements of the controller. The scheme in 
developing a mathematical model is to use the Lagrangian method or 
Hamiltonian's Principle to the total kinetic energy, total potential energy and 
virtual work done by the torque actuated to the joint. This method will not 
introduce extra errors into system and will be used to obtain the state-space 
model for a flexible manipulator suggested in this paper. Dynamics of flexible 
manipulators with shear force and rotatory inertia are derived, and state-space 
equations with the integration of DC motor dynamics are developed as a 
theoretical base for mechatronic designs. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In last decades, researches on flexible manipulators have increased 
dramatically. From the perspective of control, recent researches were found 
in [1] [2] [3] [4] and references therein. These studies did control-intensive 
work to improve beam performance. But they ignored the impact applied 
from the beam mechanic shape. The resulting system was only local optimal. 
In the other hand, a better beam shape to move faster but for less vibration is 
another topic. One of the first papers on optimal shape for flexible 
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manipulators is [5] by Karihaloo and Niordson. Extensive studies in optimal 
shape design have been conducted recently by Wang's group.Wang (1991) 
[6] simplified substantially the scheme presented in [5]. A minimum weight 
design of flexible manipulators was developed by Wang and Russell (1992, 
1993) [7] [8]. In 1995, they also investigated a new approach [9], the 
segmentized scheme of optimal design, which treats the flexible beam as a 
collection of small lengths of rigid beam constrained by each other's 
interfacial conditions. The new technique converts the optimal shape design 
problem into a matrix determinant problem. These studies focused on open-
loop design. They only concerned the beam mechanic construction that is 
proper design the flexible beam shape can make it suffering less vibration. 
But in reality, all manipulators must be in closed-loop to get high 
performance. The couplings between the controller and construction were 
not considered at larger in these designs. 

2. DYNAMICS OF FLEXIBLE MANIPULATORS 

The dynamics of a Flexible Manipulator system are described by an 
infinite-dimensional mathematical model, since the model consists of partial 
differential equations. But to design a finite-dimensional controller, a finite-
dimensional system model is needed. To achieve this goal, a finite 
dimensional approximation needs to be used to model a fiexible manipulator, 
that is, to retain a finite number of modes, and to drop off the other, less 
significant modes based on the requirements of the controller. The Â  -mode 
expansion for the beam displacement w{x, t) can be given by 

vt̂ (̂ ,/) = 2]̂ /,(̂ )̂ ,(t) (1) 
; = 1 

The separability in this case refers to describing the displacement as a 
series of terms which are products of two separate functions, each of that is a 
function of a single variable, a spatial variable x, and time t, respectively. / 
is the / - t h modal shape [10], or eigenfunction. q^ is the corresponded 
generalized modal coordinate describing the flexible deformation. 

The scheme in developing a mathematical model is to use the Lagrangian 
method or Hamiltonian's Principle to the total kinetic energy, total potential 
energy and virtual work done by the torque actuated to the joint. This 
method will not introduce extra errors into system and will be used to obtain 
the state-space model for a flexible manipulator suggested in this paper. 
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2.1 State-space equations of flexible manipulators 

The hub kinetics is written as, 

T,=U^[9^^dj\0,i)'] (2) 

where o) = dQ)/dx = co\ After applying Eq. 1 into Eq. 2, 

TH -^h o"- +-/,22^,^,.(^;(o>//;.(0) (3) 

In the same way, the kinetics of the tip load is, 

^ i=l ^ / = ! y= l 

where, 

r3 (/,./) = .//> V/; (^)V/; (i^) + Mp¥i {L)yfj (L) + 2a, v/; {L)i//j ( I ) 

The kinetic energy of the link, 

, N . N N 

^ i=l ^ /=1 7=1 

where 

Ai = ^{x^ +S)pdx, A2(0= |j:J//;(x) + 5j//;(x)]pa[x,A3(i,y)= ^[iyi{x)i//j{x) + Si/y;{x)i/y'j{x)]pch (7) 

5 is the function of cross section area of the Hnk. The total potential 
energy is 

p = ̂  ^Ei{xyo'{xydx = ^f^Y.'^^'ijk{i,j) (8) 
;=1 7=1 

where k(i, j) = l^El(x)i//J(x)i//" {x)dx 

The generalized virtual work is derived as. 
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N 

W = Tv'iOj) = TO + TCo'iOj) = r^ + r2]^^;(0)<7, (0 (9) 
;=1 

In order to apply the Hamiltonian Principle, let us substitute Eqs. 3, 4, 6, 
7, 8 for the following formula and group it in terms of 0, Sq., and their 
derivatives, 

where, 

Q, =/, +r, + A,, Q2(0 = r2(/) + A2(0,n3(/,y) = /,v/;(0)K(0) + r3(/,./) + A3(/,./) (ii) 

After applying the Hamiltonian method, we obtain, 

The Hamilton Extended Principle results in, 

, , A' N N N W N N 

'" '" /=! /=! /=1 7=1 /=1 7=1 /•=1 

These coefficients of SO ,Sq^,l<i<N must be zero, that is, 

N 

a,6'" + 2^,n2(/)-r = 0 (15) 
;=1 

-^2(0-X^7^3(^y)-X^/^(^'-^) + ̂ ^̂ ''(̂ ) = '̂ 0</<A^ , (16) 

or in matrix form, they are, 

Mx + kx = bT (17) 

where. 
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^ = [0,q\,q2,q3,-,qNViN+\,\)^ ^ = [l,^>'l(0),^2(0),(^3(0)v..,(^;v^(0),] r 

M--

n, ^2(1) a2(2) 
Q2(l) ^3(1,1) ^3(1,2) 

Q2(A^) n3(iV,i) n3(A^,2) . n3(A^,A^) 

(18) 

0 0 0 . 0 " 

0 k{\,\) k{\,l) . k{\,N) 

0 k{N,\) k{N,l) . k{N,N) 

As has been shown, Q^(iJ) = Q2(j,i), k(i,j) = k(jj), thus the matrices 
M,K are symmetric and named mass and rigidity matrices respectively. 

Next, the actuator dynamics need to be incorporated into the link 
system. It is assumed 

that the arm is driven by a permanent magnet DC-motor. Therefore, the 
actuator dynamics can be described as, 

-jJ-(B^+^W^^v,=T (19) 

where J^ is the actuator inertia, B^ the friction coefficient, K^ the torque 
constant, Kf^ the back emf constant, R the armature resistance, and 0, u^ the 
hub rotation and armature voltage, respectively. In general, all motor circuit 
parameters can be considered as design variables. The overall state variable 
is defined as. 

(20) 

Combining Eq. 17 with Eq. 18, we present the overall system state 
space equations as. 

q = Aq + B, u = v^, (21) 

where 

0 

M~'A: 

/ 
1 

-M B 
, B = 

0 

M~'D_ 
W - ' T ; . (22) 

K K 
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A is the function of beam construction, thus any changes in beam 
mechanical shape will result in a different A, which provides the basis for 
simultaneously optimal construction and control based on the mechatronic 
formulation discussed early. 

2.2 Output specifications 

As can be seen from the system state-space equations, the state vector 
consists of 6, the generalized modal coordinates q^, and their first order 
derivatives. So all controllers based on the state feedback are indirect, which 
means that the states need to be predicted. This will trade off with 
computation time and bring one more inaccuracy into a closed-loop, cutoff 
closed-loop bandwidth. This presents hindrances to real-time processing and 
high motion speed. Output feedback takes precedence over state space 
feedback as far as the mechatronic approach and objectives of this paper are 
concerned. 

Tip deflection output, which is, 

^ r - 1 
y = w{L,t) = Y,'(f,{L)q,=^ yf,{L) Hf^{L) ... y^^{L) oj^, (23) 

where ^, is the ith eigenfunction, Oix(«+i) is zero vector. A CCD camera 
clipped on the hub can be used to measure the output. 

The tip position output is, 

N J. _ , 

>̂  = V(Z,0 = I ^ + ^ ^ , W ^ , = [ Z ^ ^x{L) i/j^{L) ... i//^(L) 0\q, (24) 
;=1 

The hub tangent angle output is, 

N 

;; = 0 = ̂  + ^y/;(O)qr.=[l y,[{0) v/^(0) ... WNi^) 0]q, (25) 
/=1 

A potentiometer may be used for measuring 0 . 
In this mechatronic design, output feedback maybe one of above 

outputs, or the mixture, 
such as, 

fudr f\l 
(26) y = 

c = 

•.Cq = 

0 f// 

1 v/ 

'vv(Z„0" 

i(^) ¥: 
1(0) ^ 

(}, 

z(0) v/:v(o) o_ 
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The corresponding state-variable equations are, 

q = Aq + bu, y = Cq. (27) 

3. CONCLUSION 

Mechatronic design is a global optimization of the overall system. For a 
flexible manipulator, the overall system is the integration of link dynamics, 
DC motor equation, measuring sensors, and the selected controller. As above, 
these output feedbacks can be used in control design to make the 
improvement of the suggested mechatronic approach and to make 
comparison between them . 
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